The growth of individual organisms of four Gram-negative species has been measured. The growth rate of the individual was not in general constant, and its mean value differed from one organism to another in the same culture. There was positive correlation between the size of an organism at termination and the size of its mother at termination. These findings are contrary to the major postulates of the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis, but are so far no more than qualitatively established. Fission is unsymmetrical in respect of growth rate and size; the growth rate and size of sisters differ systematically according to their relative positions in the family tree.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we record some measurements of the growth of individual organisms, indicate a number of seeming regularities in the pattern of growth, and compare our findings with the postulates of the Koch & Schaechter (1962) hypothesis. Koch & Schaechter compared some of the derivative consequences of the hypothesis with experimental results obtained by Schaechter, Williamson, Hood & Koch (1962) but neither group of authors seems to have made a direct test of the postulates themselves. In pointing out deficiencies in the hypothesis we must not be thought captious; it is not to be expected at present that any 'model' of bacterial growth will agree more than very roughly with the known phenomena. In our opinion the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis is likely to prove a t least as fruitful and suggestive as any older view, and it certainly deserves as much consideration.
We have worked entirely with rod-like organisms, and in common with many authors we have accepted the approximation of taking the length of an organism as a measure of its volume. Collins & Richmond (1962) discussed the difficulty of measuring volume accurately, and Powell & Errington (1963 b) showed that there can be detectable differences between the diameters of organisms drawn from the same steadily growing culture. Our curves for the lengthwise growth are thus not strictly paralleled by the true curves of growth in volume.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Our numerical results consist of repeated measurements of length made at known times on single organisms in steadily growing cultures. The measurements were made with a Dyson image-splitting eyepiece (Dyson, 1959 (Dyson, , 1960 in exactly the same way and under the same conditions as those of Powell & Errington (1963b) . S i x series of experiments were carried out ( Table 1 ) with four species and two media: tryptic meat broth (TMB) and a chemically defined medium (H 12P) described by Powell & Errington (1968a). The Escherichia coli in series Ec 1 had at the time been recently isolated from human faeces. In series Ec 2, done a year later with nominally the same strain, the organisms grew more slowly and were larger and less uniform in size. It was discovered independently that the antigenic structure of the strain altered greatly on serial subculture; we therefore feel justified in treating the two series separately. The long generation times (mean 52 min.) in series Pa 2 enabled us to make 50-100 length measurements during the life-span of an organism; no special details of the law of growth were thereby brought to light. Young cultures of Proteus morganii contained many filamentous organisms which broke down or were diluted out as the culture aged. Few remained in the inocula transferred to the culture chamber; organisms of moderate size were selected for examination, and their progeny, as far as we traced them, behaved regularly (Table 2) . The measurements in a typical experiment were conducted as indicated in Fig. 1 ; they were begun on a conveniently situated organism which was followed to its termination, then continued on one of its daughters, and so on, until crowding made the measurements difficult and inaccurate. The process was repeated on other Powell & Errington (1963a) showed that rod-like organisms might be classified as 'inner' ( I ) or 'outer' (0) according to their position in the family tree.
We therefore recorded, where it was known, the position symbol ( I or 0) of each of the organisms measured.
A few experiments were also made to provide additional information on the relative sizes of sisters at inception. The measurements, made alternately on the members of each pair for a short time only, gave estimates of initial size probably less accurate than the rest, and these are not included in column 3 of Table 2 .
RESULTS

Growth of individual organisms
There are two systematic errors of which we shall have to take account in treating length measurements as equivalent to volume measurements. First, some erratic changes in length occur a t fission, and these can be ascribed in part to the rounding of the ends of the newly-formed organisms, the sum of whose lengths is always (in our experience) greater than the length of the mother (see also Powell & Errington, 19633) . Second, the length (8) is not directly proportional to the volume (v). The shape of the organism is roughly that of a cylinder terminated by hemispherical caps, and
where r is the transverse radius. If the increase in volume is strictly exponential with growth rate v, and we find
That is, the rate of increase of logz increases with x. At worst, when the length (zi) at inception is 2r and the organism is then a sphere, the acceleration is very small (Fig. 2) ; it is probably of no account in our work, in which no zi was less than 4r. We noted, however, that positive values of d210gx/dt2 were more frequent than negative values. We found that in most instances the logarithm of the length of an organism was a nearly linear function of time (t), but in some the plot was certainly curved-the curvature could take either sense (Fig. 3) . Viable organisms having a strongly curved characteristic were not obviously remarkable in other ways, and there was therefore no point in establishing limits of statistical significance for the various degrees of curvature.
With some exceptions we fitted an equation of the form logz = u +pt + yt2
(1) to the set of measurements on each organism. The fitting was carried out by the method of weighted least squares, based on the assumption that the random error in measuring x was independent of the absolute value of x. The coefficients u, fly y were thus determined by the three normal equations n:xa,logzT = a~t~x2,+B~t:+lx:f+y~tnr+azat (12 = 0, 1, 2) at each measured value, the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) residual, and the estimated length of the organism a t inception (xi) and termination (xi), the times ti, tt of these events being known: xi$ ml, = exp(a+&+yt;,J. Our results included some sequences of measurements covering only part of the life-span of an organism : its approach to termination or its growth for a short time after inception. Such sequences were used only to obtain estimates of xi or x,; those which included less than sixteen t,, x, pairs of co-ordinates were fitted to a simpler equation in order not to embarrass a x2 test, subsequently applied, for the overall goodness of fit of equation (1).
The grand r.m.s. residual from equation (1) for the total of 6000 length measurements was 0-0762 p , i.e. about 2Q times the standard deviation to be expected from the Dyson eyepiece under the best conditions (Powell & Errington, 1963b) . The circumstances of the experiments were such that the full sensitivity of the eyepiece might well not be attained, but the large residual suggested that the goodness of fit of (1) should be investigated in a more detailed way. We therefore made an examination of the signs of the residuals (Jeffreys, 1961) .
Suppose we have a series of n measurements to which a polynomial equation containing m parameters has been fitted, and suppose that the probability of a change of sign between successive residuals is x. There are n -1 possible changes of sign, and m are ensured by the fitting of an m-parameter curve. Thus the effectively variable number of changes of sign will be n -m -1, and the probability of finding actually s changes will be given by the binomial term n-m-1 s -m -provided that the assumed equation is a true representation of the law underlying 
(1 degree of freedom). As Powell & Errington (19633) explained, the method of measurement we adopted resulted in association between successive residuals, and the appropriate value of x was consequently about 1/3; m was 3, whence x2 = (3s -a -5 ) 2 / 2 (~ -4). Of 163 curves thus tested, 29 gave a x2 exceeding the 0.05 probability limit; in only 2 of the 29 did s exceed its expectation. The sum of x2 for the 163 was 326. We conclude that (1) is usually a satisfactory representation of the law of growth, but that log x ; log x i runs of residuals of the same sign are improbably frequent. The fluctuations in growth rate differ from one organism to another, and cannot be assimilated to a quite simple formula. This may not be so for the law of growth in volume, to which length measurements give only an approximation. The crude numerical results are summarized in Table 2 . Instead of recording the coefficients of equation (1) (of which a and are not independent of the time origin) we have characterized the individual growth curves by the two quantities K and A. Of these, K is the mean growth rate over the life-span of the organism:
Here the xi and zi belong to the same organism, not the same fission, and they were estimated from the fitted curves (equation (2)). The definition of A is given in Fig. 4 ; it appears unnecessarily complicated, but A gives a more immediate and appealing impression than does y of the degree of curvature over the life-span of the organism, For equation (1) and so it has the same sign as y. In Fig. 2 , the curve of accelerated growth in length has A = +0.028,
In the course of the experiments we happened upon two organisms which turned out to be non-viable. The growth of one of them is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Although its size did increase during the earlier stages of observation, the initial growth rate was only about 0.014 min.-l-smaller than the mean rate for any other organism in the series. The other was the daughter of a mother notable for having much the smallest xt in the series (Ec (vi) A quantity Q relating the length of the organism at inception to the length they were known) belonging to each organism: curves.
of its mother at termination: q = 2x,--x,(mother).
(vii) The ratio, p, of length of daughter to length of mother. Actually a small correction (discussed below, p. 116) was deducted from the estimated lengths before forming thep. The correction did not alter the ranking of the p in order of magnitude.
(viii) The sign of (xi/xi -2), x5 and xt 'belonging to the same organism. This quantity is positive or negative according as the organism increases in size by more or less than a factor of 2 over its life-span. From pairs of some of these quantities we computed, for each series of experiments, Yule's coefficient of absolute association, V (Kendall, 1947) . In order to form the classes of a 2 x 2 contingency table, the range of metrical quantities was dichotomized at the sample median (Table 3 gives an example). Our sample sizes were too small to justify the computation of a large number of product-moment
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correlations, and we expected to detect only the cruder and more regular features of the growth pattern. Many of the individual V were statistically non-significant, but the combined significance of the V of any one kind was tested by forming the x 2 from the class totals in the usual way. In the first place we accepted as suggestive only those V which had the same sign in every series of experiments.
We found the following to be true of every series:
(a) Position symbol I is associated with p c 4. In pairs of sisters, the inner organism is usually the smaller at inception. x2 = 0.9. Also, in 26 pairs of sisters of which both members were measured, the inner was the smaller in 19 instances.
(b) Position symbol I is associated with large K. In pairs of sisters, the inner usually grows the faster. x2 = 6.4.
(c) Large K is associated with p < 4. In pairs of sisters, the smaller usually grows the faster. x2 = 7.1. Although the x2 is small, the first part of (a) is significant at the 0.05 probability level by virtue of the uniform sign of the V alone, and it is supported by the second part. The other two statements have much greater weight because of the large x2.
The following two generalizations are less striking because only five of the six V were of the same sign; the x2 are both significant at the 0.05 level:
(d) Position symbol I is associated with a positive value of (x;/xi -2). In pairs of sisters, the inner usually increases in size by more, the outer by less, than a factor ( e ) A positive value of (rni/rni -2) is associated with p < 8. In pairs of sisters, the smaller usually increases in size by more, the larger by less, than a factor of 2.
If two of V(z, y), V(y, x), V(x, x) are of like sign, it does not follow that the third is positive; the triads {(a) (b) (c)), {(a)(d)(e)) do not include a redundant statement. We thus have evidence for two interesting properties of the growth pattern. First, fission is unsymmetrical in respect of size at inception and mean growth rate; the lack of symmetry is not random but is systematically related to the position symbol. Secondly, there appears to be some regulation of the individual growth rate which partially compensates for inequality in the size of sisters at inception. The regulation is imperfect; within each series of experiments we found the generation time still to be negatively associated with absolute size at inception. On the other hand, the excess or deficit in K is more than enough to offset the tendency of inner organisms to have shorter generation times than outer organisms (Powell & Errington, 1 9 6 3~) . 
Fission into organisms of unequal size
The use of the quantity q (equation 5 ) as a measure of the relativesi zes of mother and daughter at fission was suggested by Powell & Errington's (1963b) experience that the estimated xi of sisters were together greater than the zt of the mother. In our experiments, the number of inner and outer organisms measured were not usually equal, but we also found that in every series, the mean q associated with inner (ijI) and outer (ao) organisms were together greater than 0. The excess can be ascribed to two causes: an unknown systematic error of the micrometer and a systematic increase due to the rounding of the ends of the organisms at fission, making them for a given volume longer than cylinders of the same diameter bounded by plane ends. We had no means of estimating these errors separately, and we therefore computed for each series a length correction 6 given by which, since it was small (0.05-0.15 p), we assumed to apply throughout the series.
In the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis it is more convenient to use the ratio p instead of p:
The frequency function (say k ( p ) ) of p and its parameters play a large part in quantitative inferences from the hypothesis. The dispersion of p is in practice quite small, and we considered it desirable to attempt a more accurate estimate of the volume ratio than that given by (6). We therefore worked with p based on corrected lengths, i.e. with For purposes of record, the first and second sample moments of logp are listed in Table 4 .
In its simplified form, the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis requires the distribution of p to be the same for all xt (Powell, 1964) . We might expect to detect a trend in the dispersion of p by forming the correlation coefficient between xt and Ip -I . The distribution of lp -Q I, however, is J-shaped and highly skew, and the customary significance test cannot be legitimately applied to p(zt, Ip -8 I). Graphical experiment with our data showed that the variate 8, = log --I.
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(whose range is -co to + 00) was much more nearly normal and not significantly skew. Therefore the six series of p were converted to 0 and the correlation coefficients p(xt, 0 ) determined. Of the six p (Table 4) only the first differs from zero at the 0-05 probability level-not an unlikely event among six examples-and not all are of the same sign. So far, we can conclude that the distribution of p is roughly the same for all xt.
Another requirement of the hypothesis is that the size of an organism a t termination (xi) should be independent of the p associated with its inception; in particular, that cov( logp, logx') = 0 (Powell, 1964) . We therefore computed also the p(logp, logzi) and found none to be significant at the 0-05 probability level; three were positive and three negative ( Table 4) .
The dispersion of individual mean growth rates
The dispersions of generation time and individual mean growth rate are compared in Table 5 . It will be seen that the coefficient of variation C ( K ) of K is always less, but not always much less, than that of 7. The fact that the experimental K are systematically associated with p and with position symbol makes it almost certain that the dispersion of K is real, but we may ask how much of the sample variances The uncertainties, say St, in tt and ti are alike and independent, hence the uncertainty in K is 6K = &6t and the expectation of ( 6~)~ namely C;(K), is 273 stp. In series Ec 1, for which + ( K ) was smallest, was 3.2 x 10-8, giving Secondly, we can obtain a rough but simple estimate of c~( K ) by neglecting the small curvature and treating the length measurements as uniformly spaced in time (they were nearly so). If the uncertainty 6logx in logx were constant, we should then have (see e.g. Jeffreys, 1961) 
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where n is the number of co-ordinate pairs t,., x,.. Now Glogx 5 Gx/x, and for any one organism x varies from xi to zi. An upper limit to c~( K ) is therefore given by putting minimum values for the variable terms in the denominator of (8). In series Ec 1 these were n = 23, T = 21, xi = 2.9 p, and c~( K ) < (1-4 x lo4) ( In series Ec 1, therefore, not more than a quarter of the observed variance of K can be ascribed to errors of measurement, and in the other series the fraction is still smaller.
There remains the possibility that c~( K ) is inflated by imperfect replication of the experimental conditions. We therefore carried out two-way analyses of variance for within-and between-experiment components of variance. Because the sample sizes were small, and because we might expect 7 and K to be affected to a similar extent (though in opposite senses) by imperfect replication, the analyses were carried out on the T as well as the K . Only one of the 12 analyses (for K in Ec 2) yielded an F-ratio above the 0.05 probability limit, and six of the ratios were less than unity. Previous, less happy, experience suggests that this result was no more than fortunate; but we are left with the conclusion that c~( K ) cannot for the most part be attributed to recognizable experimental error.
Statistical independence of size of organism at termination
According to the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis, if an organism has attained a size x, its chance of dividing at the greater size xt is independent of its history before attaining x. Powell (1964) showed that the xt will not then be statistically independent of one another in general, but that they will be independent if the distributions of xi and xt do not overlap. It will be seen from Table 2 that Powell's condition is satisfied in Series Pm 1, Ec 1, Pa 1 and Pa 2: the extremes of xi stand in a ratio less than 2 : 1 ; the same is true of xt ; the largest xt is less than four times the smallest xi; the largest xi is less than the smallest xt; no T is greater than twice the mean.
But Powell did not notice that if by chance or selection we obtain a group of organisms in which the sample xi and xt obey his condition, the xt will be statistically independent of one another, even if in the whole culture the condition is not metprovided the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis is true. We can make use of our data in series Sm 1 and Ec 2 by omitting the xi and xt associated with 5 fissions, and so reducing the range sufficiently ( Table 2) . In this section, therefore, the outlying xi and x, have been omitted from the calculations for these two series. Sample values of two correlation coefficients P(X,,> = p(logz,, logxi) and p ( X d = p(logzi9 logxi) me given in Table 6 ; here z,, xi distinguish sizes associated with successive fissions (and therefore with mother and daughter), while xi, xi distinguish sizes associated with the same organism. All the p are positive and all but one significantly different from zero at the 0.05 probability level. Table 6 . Sample values of the crude (a2) and inter-experiment (a:) variances of logxi and logm,; the ratios R,, = a:(logz,)/Cr2(logxt) and Rit = aE(logxi)aB(logx,)/ a( logz,)a(logz,) and the correlation coeficients, p(Xtt), p(Xit) beheen logx, and logxi, log xi and log xi As in all investigations of this kind, the comparison of hypothesis with observation is bedevilled by the possibility that imperfect replication of experimental conditions has inflated the variances and biased the correlations; there is the further complication that family likenesses may produce a genuine lack of homogeneity which will be interpreted as imperfect replication. The analyses of variance carried out on the K and T (see previous section) seemed to show that we had been successful in reproducing the experimental conditions. But it by no means follows that the sizes of organisms are also unchanged in a replicate experiment which leaves the K and r unchanged. It is logically possible, for example, to have two cultures in which the K and r have identical distributions and an identical structure of inter-relations, but in one of which the sizes are a constant multiple of those in the other. In fact, two-way analyses of variance on logx, and logz, showed that in three series there were significant (and very large) components a;(logq), &(logz,) of apparent interexperiment variance (Table 6 ).
It follows from Powell's (1958) formulae that if p(X,,) is really zero, the value to be expected as a result of inter-experiment variance is c~(logzt)/a2(logx,), = Rtt, say; and, by simple extension of his reasoning, if p(X,,) is really zero, the value to be expected is aE(logzi)aE(log~t)/a(logxi)a(logxt), = Rit, say. All the p in Table 6 exceed the corresponding variance ratios, and the excess is nowhere marginal, as is shown by an inverse hyperbolic tangent (x) transformation. The c, ax and p were not based on exactly the same samples of xi and x,, however, so that the statistical significance of the excess is uncertain; but we can argue from the uniformity in the sign of p(X,,) -Rtt and p(Xit) -Rit. Since the p were in large part calculated from xi and xt belonging to the same fissions, and since xi/x, never differs much from &, the two sets of p are not independent; they have the weight not of twelve but only of rather more than six independent estimates. The probability to be attached to the uniformity in sign of the p -R is thus something less than Z 6 ( = 1/32), but not as little as 2-11( = 112048).
We can also show by a non-parametric test, independent of errors of replication, that the x, at successive fissions are associated. Though it can tell us less about the intensity of the association, it gives a result of higher statistical significance than the foregoing discussion of the p. We can say that if xm is the median terminal size in an individual experiment, then if xt, xi are successive terminal sizes also belonging to the experiment, the product (xt -x,)(xi -xm) will be positive or negative according as x, and xi lie on the same or opposite sides of x,, and the probabilities of these events will be equal if there is no association between xt and xi. The frequencies of positive and negative products are collected together in Table 7 . In every series positive signs are in excess, and the total frequencies differ by 32, more than six times the standard deviation .J( 102)/2 on the hypothesis of independence: probability less than 0.003. This estimate of significance is really conservative; the use of sample medians instead of the unknown true medians in the test biases the sign frequencies towards equality. We thus have fairly strong evidence that the size of an organism at termination is not independent of the circumstances of its inception.
CONCLUSION
It now seems that both of the major postulates of the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis are wrong. But we have not yet shown that they are quantitatively so far wrong as to make the hypothesis valueless; our experiments are exploratory only. We expect the hypothesis to remain as a framework into which refinements can be introduced, and to be more adaptable in this respect than older hypotheses about the pattern of generation times.
According to the original hypothesis we have (Powell, 1964) u2a2(7) = 2a2(logx,) +a2(logp) and approximately c2(7) = 4c2(4.
(from (3 1 )
F. P. ERRINGTON, E. 0. POWELL AND N. THOMPSON
But if we admit that K may be dispersed and p(X,,) not zero, we must now write
= 2 (1 -p(Xt,)> a2(logzt) +a2(logp). Neglecting a2(logp) as small compared with a2(logzt), and c 2 (~) as small compared with c2(7), we now have instead of the approximation (9) c2(7) = 4 (1 -p(Xtt)} c2(z,) : ( 10) if p(X,,) is positive, C ( T ) will be less than twice ~(8,). But if in (10) we substitute sample values such that the T on the left belong to the same organisms as the zt on the right, we necessarily obtain approximate agreement, and the comparison adds nothing to a discussion of the significance of sample p computed directly from the data. (We can obtain a useful comparison, however, by taking the c2(7) from one sample of organisms and the c2(z,) and p(X,,) from an independent sample; our own data were not numerous enough to sustain this subdivision.) On the other hand, Schaechter et al. (1962) do not record sample values of p(X,,), and we can apply (lo) to their published data in order to obtain at least a rough impression of themagnitude of p(Xt,). In six of seven experiments for which Schaechter et al. record both c( T ) and c(zt), c( T ) is less than 2c(xt) (in two of them, much less) ; thus p(Xt,) seems to be on the whole positive (Table 8) . If it were zero, we might expect a tendency for C ( T ) to exceed ~c(z,) because of the neglected variances c2(logp) and CT~(K). We cannot be surprised if p(X,,) should turn out to be always appreciably positive; we know already that the pattern of growth exhibits hereditary elements extending beyond those implied by the Koch & Schaechter hypothesis, as witness the correlations between the generation times of cousins and second cousins.
The more striking outcome of our experiments is the indication that fission is systematically unsymmetrical in several respects. Powell & Errington (1963 a) were able to detect an ordered difference in the generation times of sisters only by working with thousands of observations. The ordered differences in K and p are detectable a t about the same level of significance in less than 200 observations; they are too large to be at once dismissed as trivial consequences of the cells' mechanical structure (though they may yet be so). The manner in which the Gramnegative cell-wall is laid down is not yet settled, and may differ from one species to another; it is almost certainly more complex than Powell & Errington supposed (Chung, Hawirko & Isaac, 1964) . While we are dubious about Chung, Hawirko & Isaac's interpretation in terms of cross-walls and multicellular organisms, it is clear that the cell-wall structure of Escherichia coli at least is unsymmetrical at inception, and hence that a t termination the daughters may exhibit an ordered difference in properties. The banded wall structure which Chung, Hawirko & Isaac demonstrate may well correspond to such fluctuations in individual growth rate as would account for the failure of our equation (1) to represent the growth accurately enough.
We are indebted to L. J. Capstick and to S. Pet0 and his staff for much computational work.
